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New at Summit Racing Equipment: McLeod Clutch Kits for Sport Compacts

Summit Racing now carries McLeod Clutch Kits for Sport Compacts. They are made for
modified vehicles making more horsepower than stock, providing excellent holding power and
smooth engagement.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) July 08, 2016 -- Summit Racing now carries McLeod Clutch Kits for Sport
Compacts. They are made for modified vehicles making more horsepower than stock, providing excellent
holding power and smooth engagement.

McLeod’s Street Elite Clutch Kits are a smart upgrade for modified engines making 50-70% more horsepower
over stock. The Street Elite kits come with a high-clamp load pressure plate and sprung hub carbon/organic
disc. This combo allows for a good mix of holding power and smooth engagement—suitable for street driven
cars that see occasional track use.

On vehicles with more significant performance upgrades, McLeod recommends its Street Supreme Clutch Kits.
The kits feature a six puck carbonic clutch disc and a high clamp load pressure plate. Supreme Kits retain a
smooth pedal engagement, while ensuring plenty of holding strength on highly modified engines.

Street Elite and Street Supreme clutch kits are part of McLeod’s Supremacy Clutch Systems. Each kit includes
a pressure plate and clutch disc, plus a pilot tool and (if applicable) a new throwout bearing. Popular vehicle
applications include:

• 1990-2010 Honda Civic
• 2004-11 Mazda RX-8
• 2003-06 Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution
• 1990-2012 Mitsubishi Eclipse
• 2003-06 Nissan 350Z
• 2004 Subaru WRX STI
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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